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Poverty Point Gallery 
Poverty Point, a World Heritage Site, is a Louisiana habitation in northeast Louisiana which dates from 2040 BC - 865 BC. 
It is one of the earliest earthworks constructed in the New World, and covers over one square mile. More than 100 smaller 
sites affiliated with Poverty Point culture are spread throughout the lower Mississippi Valley to the Gulf Coast. By 1500 BC, 
the people of Poverty Point produced an abundant and surplus food supply sufficient to support their large community.  It is 
possible that they developed a chiefdom organization and were influenced by Meso-American cultures. The construction of 
massive earthworks was based on geometry and possibly astronomy.

LSU archaeologist William Haag stated that the Bird Mound at Poverty Point 
closely resembles the Mississippi Kite (Ictinia mississippiensis) a graceful, 
long winged raptor, common to the lower Mississippi Delta.  It is the only 
fan-tailed hawk seen in the area, a difference which may have distinguished 
it from other birds and thus was of importance to the Poverty Point people. 

Noted archaeologists James Ford and Clarence Webb conducted investigations 
and published their findings in 1956. They concluded that the people lived 
on ridges, built structures, dug fire pits and left trash. Based on Ford and 
Webb’s research, museum staff constructed a diorama in 1958 illustrating 
the site. 

The most abundant artifacts were baked 
clay objects, known as Poverty Point 
Objects (PPO).  

Other artifacts were made of stone or 
local chert, a sedimentary rock composed 
of silica that can be broken to form sharp 
edges. Some of the chert came from Illinois, Ohio, Missouri, Oklahoma, 
Tennessee and Arkansas. The people made projectile points, tubular pipes, 
pendants, beads and plummets. Villagers used plummets as weights for 
fish nets, or as weights for weaving looms. Dr. Webb stated that the culture 
developed a strong microflint industry using local gravels as cores to make 

tools for scraping, cutting, sawing, engraving and polishing. The lapidary industry, the art of cutting and polishing precious 
stones, was very fine and parallels that of the Olmec culture near Veracruz in southern Mexico. 
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